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Theo D'I CHNG TZI THEO SIA CHNG THS with the Temp eMails app, you can instantly create a one-time temporary email address and immediately receive emails, along with attachments. Forget about revealing your real email for everyone. This causes endless spam, promotional mailings, email hacking and phishing
attempts. Keep your real inbox clean and secure. Temporary mail provides a short-lived, anonymous, free, disposable, fake email address in a 10-minute mail fashion. This disposable inbox helps your main inbox clear of spam and phishing. This temporary email service is additionally called 10minutemail, disposable
mail, fake email, guerrilla mail, mailinator, getairmail, mohmal mail, disposable mail, tempmail, tempail, anonymous mail, spam box, tmail, burnermail, garbage mail, 20minute email, and others. Why Should We Use Temp eMails? hide ourselves from spam No registration is required Create a temporary single-time email
Protect your privacy and obscurity by not allowing spam in your personal inbox Get a few or one attachment (s) that can be downloaded from the email Multilingual Emails ar permanently be firmly deleted foreverWith Temp eMails app What You Can: - Create a replacement email address instantly - Copy to the writing
board or operation R-code Getting emails and attachments mechanically Get a push notification of the latest emails Read incoming email messages, along with attachments Download Sources (EML), along with attachments quick delete and/or generate new email addresses custom email nameNote: This app does not
have the function of sending email. we only get email. TempMail - Email Temporal is a useful app to create an email address for temporary use. It's incredibly useful when you need to sign up with your email address on a sketchy website, but you don't want to give out your real one. With TempMail - Email Temporal, you
can create a temporary email address in seconds. This app makes it easy to protect your inbox from spam, suspicious emails, and other potential attacks. It's also important to note that you don't need to register to create all the email addresses you want without question. Another interesting feature offered by TempMail -
Email Temporary is that you can copy and paste all the emails you receive directly to the clipboard. You can also erase or archive all these conversations, go back to them or share them without losing important information. Thanks to TempMail - Email Temporal, you can make as many temporary email addresses as you
want without having to register. What's more, it's incredibly easy to manage all your accounts and emails you get on each of them without losing anything. Download APKName Temp Mail - Temporary EmailPackage com.tempmailVersion 1.14Size 6.67 MBInstalls 100,000 100,000 By Privatix Privatix temp mail apk app
download
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